NEW PARTS HIGHLIGHTS
APRIL & MAY 2023

**Coolant Hoses for Tesla**
CRP Part No. CHH0815-CHH0823, CHH0825, CHH0827-CHH0833

Applications:
Multiple applications for Tesla
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

17 first-to-market hoses for TESLA vehicles, the most widely sold EV brand in the market. These high-demand hoses are OE-quality, direct replacements for the OE, and include all necessary components and branches.

**Breather Hose**
CRP Part No. ABV0301

Applications:
Multiple applications for Volvo
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

Volvo OE reference 8670008. Rein hose is a direct fit for easy installation and matches original equipment design specifications.

**Coolant Hose Engine**
CRP Part No. CHE0807

Applications:
Mercedes-Benz C230 1.8L 2003-05

MB reference 2712030182. Made to strict engineering quality standards and designed to be a direct replacement of the OEM. Prevents leaks and reduces installation time.

**Breather Hose**
CRP Part No. ABV0281

Applications:
Multiple applications for Mercedes-Benz V6 3.0L Diesel engines
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

MB OE reference 6420948897. Resistant to high temperature and under-hood conditions, constructed from high-quality materials for long service life. Direct fit for easy installation.

**Coolant Heater Hose**
CRP Part No. CHH0789

Applications:
Multiple applications for Ford & Lincoln
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

Ford OE reference BL3Z18472D. Designed to be a direct replacement for the OE hose and reduces installation time.

ECAT data may not be available for parts shown for 90 days after initial announcement.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 800.526.4066 AND SPEAK WITH A CRP REPRESENTATIVE
OR VISIT CRPAUTOMOTIVE.COM
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Strut Mount
CRP Part No. AVQ0148

Applications:
Multiple applications for Audi & Volkswagen
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

VW reference 1J0412331C. Supersedes part no. AVQ0148P. Made to strict engineering quality standards and designed to be a direct replacement of the OEM.

GDI Fuel Feed Pipe
CRP Part No. RFP0004

Applications:
Multiple applications for Ford/Lincoln 3.5L EcoBoost
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

Ford OE reference AA5Z-9J323-E. Direct replacement for OEM part. GDI Fuel Feed Pipes must be replaced every time the high-pressure side of the system is opened as per the manufacturer.

ECAT data may not be available for parts shown for 90 days after initial announcement.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 800.526.4066 AND SPEAK WITH A CRP REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT CRPAUTOMOTIVE.COM